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Boo.com – The e-commerce dream
that remained a dream
Olestra – 100% satisfaction 0% guilt
Google Glass – High-tech device of
the future
Kodak – The end of Kodak’s moment
Iceland – Economic speculation at its
finest
My Friend Cayla – The unreliable best
friend
Tidal – The muted Spotify killer
Apple Newton – The world's first
personal digital assistant.
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”This thing we call failure, it’s not the falling down, but the staying
down.” Mary Pickford

I

n June 2017, innovation researcher Samuel West opened the Museum of
Failure in Sweden. The unique museum received massive global media
attention and visitors from all over the world visited the small city in
Southern Sweden to see this curious exhibit. Paradoxically, the Museum of
Failure became an immediate success. Since then the exhibit has opened in Los
Angeles, Toronto and Shanghai and is soon opening in Munich and London.
Tired of all the stories about successful innovations, Samuel wanted to
explore the neglected side of progress. Innovation is risky business and most
innovations fail. While failure is often funny, Samuel’s mission is also serious.
He wants to destigmatize failure by demonstrating how failure is the basis for
all progress. He wants to stimulate a more productive discussion about failure
so that we can begin accepting it rather than sweeping it under the carpet.
After a short introduction about Samuel, innovation, the museum and its aim, the
book explores its theme with illustrations and the stories of the museum artifacts.

Itera – Plastic is fantastic
Synthetic trachea – Cynical medicine
Bic for here – Glitter and glamor
Juicero – Expensive solution to
nonexistent problem
Nokia N-gage – Taco phone
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Apple Pippin – Game over
Sinclair C5 – Ahead of its time

Samuel West is a licensed psychologist, and has
a PhD in Organizational Psychology. He is the
founder and curator of the Museum of Failure.
He is American-Icelandic, and lives in Sweden.

DeLorean – The dream car
Segway – Unrealized expectations
Nylon – A happy mistake
Atari E.T. – World's worst video game
The Blonsky Device – Engineering art
stuck on the drawing board

Victoria Bergmark is a graphic designer and
photographer.

Shitty robots – Genius and humor
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